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Høringsuttalelse – genmodifisert, stablet mais NK603 x MON810
(EFSA/GMO/RX/007) under EU forordning 1829/2003.
Søknad EFSA/GMO/RX/007 omhandler genmodifisert, stablet mais til bruksområdene mat,
for, import og prosessering.
Den genmodifiserte maisen har toleranse mot herbicider som inneholder glyfosat via det
innsatte genet cp4 epsps og mot enkelte insekter i Lepidoptera ordenen via det innsatte genet
Cry1Ab.

Den stablete mais linjen NK603 x MON810 er ikke godkjent for noen av bruksområdene i
Norge.
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Oppsummering
GenØk–Senter for biosikkerhet, viser til høring av fornyelsessøknad EFSA/GMO/RX/007 om
NK603 x MON810 mais som omfatter bruksområdet import og prosessering og til bruk i fòr
og mat eller inneholdende ingredienser produsert fra denne maisen.
Vi har gjennomgått de dokumenter som vi har fått tilgjengelig, og nevner spesielt følgende
punkter vedrørende fornyelsessøknaden:
• Genmodifisert mais NK603 x MON810 er ikke godkjent i Norge for noen av de omsøkte
bruksområdene.
• Genmodifisert mais NK603 x MON810 er tolerant mot sprøytemidler som inneholder
glyfosat som har ulike grader av helse-og-miljø fare ved bruk, samt resistens mot
insekter i Lepidoptera ordenen via det innsatte genet Cry1Ab.
• Søknaden om mais linje NK603 x MON810 mangler data og informasjon som er
relevant for å kunne vurdere kriterier rundt etisk forsvarlighet, samfunnsnytte og
bærekraft.

Summary
GenØk-Centre for biosafety refers to the reapplication EFSA/GMO/RX/007 on NK603 x
MON810 maize for import, processing, food and feed or ingredients thereof.
We have assessed the documents available, and highlights in particular the following points for
the current reapplication:
• The gene modified maize event NK603 x MON810 is not approved for any application
in Norway.
• Maize event NK603 x MON810 is tolerant to herbicides containing glyphosate that has
distinct health and environmental dangers upon use, and resistance towards Lepidoptera
insects through the inserted gene Cry1Ab.
• The reapplication on maize event NK603 x MON810 lacks data and information
relevant for assessment of criteria on ethically justifiability, social utility and
sustainability.
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Application on EFSA/GMO/RX/007
The stacked event NK603 x MON810 maize contains a gene providing herbicide tolerance
(cp4 epsps) as well as a Cry1Ab gene providing resistance against insects in the Lepidoptera
order

Previous evaluations
Below are some evaluations of parental lines or the stack NK603 x MON810:
EFSA evaluated the parental line NK603 in 2004 (1) for food and feed concluding that this
event was as safe as conventional maize.
The Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety (VKM) published a risk assessment on
parental line NK603 on food and feed uses in 2013 (2) with the following conclusion:
“Based on current knowledge, the VKM GMO Panel concludes that maize NK603 is
nutritionally equivalent to conventional maize varieties, and that it is unlikely that the CP4
EPSPS protein will introduce a toxic or allergenic potential in food derived from maize NK603
compared to conventional maize. The VKM GMO Panel likewise concludes that maize NK603,
based on current knowledge, is comparable to conventional maize varieties concerning
environmental risk in Norway with the intended usage”.
The Environmental Agency made a full evaluation and recommendation in 2014 of parental
event MON810 (3), with the following comments/conclusion:
• Based on the present knowledge, there is no risk for health or environment, or
information related to social utility, sustainability or ethical justifiability that should
provide basis for limitation or ban of import of MON810 for import, processing or feed.
• The insecurity related to effect on non-target organisms is emphasized for the situation
of cultivation due to exposure to the environment. The potential social costs and that the
introduced trait can not be utilized, in addition to ethical considerations in parts of the
population, points to a prohibition of cultivation of MON810 in Norway. Thus, it is
recommended to prohibit cultivation of MON810 in Norway.
Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety (VKM) made a food/feed and environmental
risk assessment of NK603 x MON810 in 2014 (4) with the following conclusion:
“Based on current knowledge, the VKM GMO Panel concludes that maize NK603 x MON810
is nutritionally equivalent to conventional maize varieties. It is unlikely that the CP4 EPSPS
and Cry1Ab proteins will introduce a toxic or allergenic potential in food or feed based on
maize NK603 x MON810 compared to conventional maize. The VKM GMO Panel likewise
concludes that maize NK603 x MON810, based on current knowledge, is comparable to
conventional maize varieties concerning environmental risk in Norway with the intended
usage.»
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GenØk has not evaluated this particular stack of maize event NK603 x MON810 before, but
has evaluated the parental events (alone or in combinations) in other stacks, as:
• 2010: MON89034 x NK603 x 1507 (H65), EFSA/GMO/NL/2009/65)
• 2010: MON89034 x NK603 (H72), EFSA/GMO/NL72009/72)
• 2012: 1507 x 59122 x MON810 x NK603 (H92), EFSA/GMO/NL/2011/92)
• 2012: MON810 pollen (H107), EFSA/GMO/NL/2002/107
• 2015: MON87427 x MON89034 x NK603 (H117), EFSA/GMO/BE/2013/117)
• 2016:
MON84722
x
MON89034
x
MIR162
x
NK603
(H131),
EFSA/GMO/NL/2016/131)
• 2016: 1507 x MIR162 x MON810 x NK603 (H127), EFSA/GMO/N/2015/127)
• 2017: MON87427 x MON87460 x MON89034 x MIR162 x NK603 (H134),
EFSA/GMO/NL72016/134)
• 2017: MON89034 x 1507 x NK603 x DAS-40278-9 (H112), EFSA/GMO/NL/2013/112)
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Social utility and sustainability issues on the stacked maize event NK603
x MON810, EFSA/GMO/RX/007
In Norway, an impact assessment follows the Norwegian Gene Technology Act (NGTA) (5) in
addition to the EU regulatory framework for GMO assessment. In accordance with the aim of
the NGTA, the development, introduction and/or use of a GMO needs to be ethically justifiable,
demonstrate a benefit to society and contribute to sustainable development. This is further
elaborated in section 10 of the Act (approval), where it is stated that: “significant emphasis shall
also be placed on whether the deliberate release represent a benefit to the community and a
contribution to sustainable development” (See section 17 and annex 4 for more detail on the
regulation on impact assessment). Recent developments within European legislation on GMOs
allow Member States to restrict the cultivation of GMOs on their own territory based on socioeconomic impacts, environmental or agricultural policy objectives, or with the aim to avoid the
unintended presence of GMOs in other products (Directive 2015/412) (6). Additionally,
attention within academic and policy spheres increased in recent years on broadening the scope
of the assessment of new and emerging (bio) technologies to include issues that reach beyond
human and environmental health (7-12).
To assess the criteria of ethically justifiable, benefit to society and sustainability as in the
NGTA, significant dedication is demanded as it covers a wide range of aspects that need to be
investigated (e.g. Annex 4 within the NGTA, or (13). Nevertheless, the Applicant has currently
not provided any information relevant to enable an assessment of these criteria. Therefore, this
section will highlight some areas that are particularly relevant to consider with maize NK603
X MON810 and where the Applicant should provide data for in order to conduct a thorough
assessment according to the NGTA. Table 1 offers specific questions connected to the sections
below.

Sustainability
Maize NK603 X MON810 contains a modified epsps gene that confers increased tolerance to
herbicides that contain glyphosate. Recent studies have shown negative effects from
glyphosate, both on species present in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and on animals and
cell cultures (for further elaboration and references on this issue see pages 15-16 and onwards)
as well as in villages in areas where glyphosate is systematically used as part of the GM crops
tolerance to glyphosate (14). Consequently, glyphosate is now increasingly recognized as more
toxic to the environment and human health than what it was initially considered to be. This is
particularly a concern as the introduction of glyphosate tolerant GM crops has led to an increase
in the use of glyphosate (15-17). As maize NK603 X MON810 is genetically modified to
possess a gene that provides glyphosate tolerance, this crop could potentially further increase
the use of glyphosate as a higher amount of glyphosate will not affect the cultivation of NK603
X MON810. An increase in the resistance and use of glyphosate is in contrast to a contribution
to sustainable development and therefore an important aspect the Applicant should provide
information on, for example by mentioning the current use of glyphosate in the sites of
cultivation and what approaches are used to minimize the use of glyphosate.
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Herbicide-resistant genes
When an herbicide - such as glyphosate – is used in agriculture, it is important to minimize the
potential of weeds becoming resistant. Indeed, when crops are engineered to be herbicide
tolerant in order to maintain an agricultural practice that uses herbicide, it is essential to remain
attentive to the amount of herbicide used, the potential increase of use and the consequences of
this for the area in which the crop is cultivated. The development of management strategies to
make sure that this does not create (more) resistant weed is warranted to be able to respond to
a potential increase in weed-resistance. Moreover, studies have shown increased levels of
herbicide residues in herbicide tolerant GM crops (e.g. 18), which could have health impacts
on humans and animals consuming food/feed based on ingredients from this type of GM plants.
The Applicant has not provided information on whether the cultivation of maize NK603 X
MON810 could affect the emergence of glyphosate resistance in weeds, nor if there are cases
of this in the areas of cultivation, which are also important aspect to evaluate the ethical
justifiability. Furthermore, this maize is cultivated in Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, the
Philippines, Japan, Uruguay, South Africa. In all these countries, glyphosate resistant weeds
has been located and in most of them the amount of glyphosate resistant weeds has increased
significantly 1.
Based on the available data for us to evaluate this applicant, there is no information provided
on how the location of field trials provide a variety of environmental conditions. Additionally,
no information is currently provided by the Applicant that demonstrates reflection on how the
monitoring, assessment or evaluation of the GM crop in countries where the crop will be
cultivated in the future is assessed. However, it remains an important aspect for a sustainability
evaluation and thus necessary if the application is to be evaluated according to this criteria in
the NGTA.
Impacts of the Bt-toxin on target and non-target organisms in the producer country
The maize NK603 X MON810 confers resistance to certain lepidopteran pests. A growing
number of studies and reviews indicate potential harm to a range of non-target organisms (1921). Both impacts on non-target organisms and resistance development among target pests of
Bt maize have been documented (22, 23). Evaluation of resistance development within the
target pest population and strategies suggested to halt this development are warranted, as
impacts on non-target organisms is crucial in a sustainability assessment.
Impacts of the co-technology: glyphosate
The evaluation of the co-technology, that is, secondary products that are intended to be used in
conjunction with the GMO, is also considered important in the risk assessment of a GMO (24).
Therefore, considerations of the co-products also warrant an evaluation of safe use and data
required for such an assessment is not provided by the Applicant.
Impacts in producer countries
To perform an accurate assessment of the sustainability criteria as laid down in the NGTA,
more information is needed to evaluate the impact that this GMO has on the producing
1
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countries. The sustainability criteria is referring to a global context, including the contribution
to sustainable development in the producing countries with a view to the health, environmental
and socio-economic effects in other countries. In this case where maize NK603 X MON810 is
cultivated.
Even if a large set of information is provided, that does not necessarily mean that the same
conclusions will be drawn. Within science, there can also be ambiguity about how conclusions
may be achieved. For example, it is difficult to extrapolate on hazards or risks taken from data
generated under different ecological, biological, genetic and socio-economic contexts as
regional growing environments, scales of farm fields, crop management practices, genetic
background, interactions between cultivated crops, and surrounding biodiversity are all likely
to affect the outcomes. It can therefore not be expected that the same effects will apply between
different environments and across continents. This is particularly relevant to consider in relation
to the field trials. The difference between the field trials and the sites of cultivation can affect
the adequacy of the evaluation of NK603 X MON810. It is therefore important that the
Applicant provides information on how the difference between the site of field trials and of
cultivation sites may affect the evaluation of NK603 X MON810.
Moreover, to perform an adequate sustainability assessment, it remains important to have an
evaluation of the occurrence of volunteer plants in the producing countries and suggested
control strategies. Information about the occurrence of volunteers and which herbicides may be
used for killing volunteers is required to evaluate potential health and environmental impacts
of these.

Benefit to society
The criteria of ‘benefit to society’ in the NGTA should be interpreted on a national level. That
means that the import of maize NK603 X MON810 needs to demonstrate how it will benefit
Norway. However, no information on this part is provided by the Applicant. It is important to
evaluate how GM crops in general, GM maize in particular, and the use of GM maize in food
and feed are valued by Norwegian consumers. This information will contribute to anticipate
impacts at an early stage, as well as that it may demonstrate a need to assess the alternative
options for import of maize. Although the empirical data available on the attitude of Norwegian
citizens towards GM is limited (e.g. 25, 26) and more empirical research on this is warranted
to investigate consumers’ attitude, demand and acceptance, a report on the perceptions among
Norwegian citizens on GMOs describes how about half of the respondents expressed that they
were negative for sale of GMO-products in Norwegian grocery stores in the future, and only 15
percent were positive (27). Furthermore, it should be noted that 29 % of the global maize
production is GM. It is therefore not a problem for Norway to import GM free maize and
therefore no need to replace current imports. The GM maize in question does also not contain
any beneficial characteristics for consumers that would prioritize this maize over non-GM
maize.
Assessing alternatives
When a new (bio-)technology is developed, it is important to reflect on what problem it aims
to solve and to investigate whether alternative options may achieve the same outcomes in a
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safer and / or a more ethically justifiable way. After all, when a crop is genetically modified to
tolerate a particular herbicide, it means that the crop is developed for a particular cultivation
practice in which these herbicides are to be used. What is meant with alternatives, and what
would benefit from being assessed could include alternative varieties (e.g. conventional or
organic maize) for import, alternative sources to satisfy the demand, alternative ways of
agriculture, or even explore alternative life visions. In fact, this corresponds with the increased
trend within research and policy of science and innovation to anticipate impacts, assess
alternatives, reveal underlying values, assumptions, norms and beliefs (10, 28) as a way to
reflect on what kind of society we want, and assess how certain (biotechnological)
developments may or may not contribute to shaping a desired future. Thus, in order to evaluate
whether maize NK603 X MON810 contributes to social utility, it is important to investigate
current and future demands and acceptance of this in Norway and if there are alternatives
sources for maize that could be cultivated elsewhere that may satisfy this demand, or are more
desirable.

Ethical considerations: socio-economic impacts
As known, GM crops have been, and still are, a hot topic for debate. A significant amount of
this debate focuses on the safety of GMOs and currently no scientific consensus on this topic
has been achieved (29). Nevertheless, another substantial part of the debate is around the socioeconomic impacts of GM productions and many questions for evaluating the above mentioned
criteria in the NGTA are based on an assessment of the socio-economic impacts. These impacts
can vary and range from seed choice for farmers, co-existence of different agricultural practices,
impacts among poor and/or small-scale farmers in developing countries, share of the benefits
among sectors of the society, changing power dynamics among stakeholders, autonomy of
farmers, intellectual property right on seeds, benefit sharing, the decreasing space for regional
and local policy, and more organisational work and higher costs for non-GM farmers (e.g. for
cleaning of sowing machines or transport equipment to avoid contamination). Although the
examples of socio-economic impacts clearly indicate the complexity and extensive list of
concerns beyond safety aspects, little empirical investigation on these kind of aspects has been
done. For example a study performed by Fischer et al. (30) concerning social implications from
cultivating GM crops found that from 2004 – 2015 there has only been 15 studies corning socioeconomic implications of cultivating Bt-maize. The study demonstrates that published literature
is dominated by studies of economic impact and conclude that very few studies take a
comprehensive view of social impacts associated with GM crops in agriculture. The amount of
research performed in this case and the minimal focus on social impacts strongly indicate a high
need for further investigation on how the cultivation of GM crops affects different parties
involved. It is therefore striking that no information on any of the above mentioned points is
discussed by the Applicant.
Co-existence
The cultivation of GM plants in general is causing problems with regard to co-existence, an
important socio-economic impact. For instance, Binimelis (31) has investigated consequences
on co-existence of Bt maize in Spain among small-scale farmer and has found that co-existence
is very difficult. Farmers in some areas even have given up growing non-GM maize. Even
though this application is not about cultivation of maize NK603 X MON810 in Europe/Norway,
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it is important to obtain information about the strategies adopted to ensure co-existence with
conventional and organic maize production. Information about consequences for co-existence
in the countries where maize NK603 X MON810 is cultivated should be provided. This
information should demonstrate how the Applicant aims to minimize the likelihood for gene
flow to wild relatives, or contamination during transport or processing.
Legal information and clarity could provide evaluators a more comprehensive understanding of
governance strategies and possibilities to ensure co-existence, although it has been noted that
this may not suffice as co-existence has become an arena of opposed values and future vision
of agriculture, including the role of GM crops within these visions (32). Indeed, although a
framework for maintaining co-existence in Europe was established in 2003 (33) this effectively
meant technical measurements and recommendations (e.g. cleaning of sowing machines and
transport vehicles) and remains challenging in practice (34, 35). Moreover, this framework
arguably reduced the significance of the issue of co-existence to questions concerning economic
aspects for individuals (e.g. farmers), rather than recognizing that agricultural practices are
interwoven in dynamic social, economic and political systems (36, 37). For the criteria in the
NGTA, information on co-existence is required to enable a coherent analysis.

Summary
In order to meet the requirements for the NGTA, the regulator is encouraged to ask the
Applicant to submit information relevant for the assessment of the criteria of ethically
justifiable, benefit to society and sustainability assessment. An important part that is lacking is
information about the consequences of the cultivation of maize NK603 X MON810 for the
producing countries. The information provided by the Applicant must be relevant for the
specific agricultural context of this country and should also stress the need for information on
integrated weed management strategies in those countries (38). Moreover, the information
should contain issues such as changes in herbicide use, development of herbicide resistant
weed, potential for gene flow and possible socio-economic impacts such as poor and/or smallscale farmers in producing countries, share of the benefits among sectors of the society and as
explained, effects of co-existence of different agricultural systems. Additionally, the Applicant
does not attempt to demonstrate a benefit to society, a reference of the consumers’ attitude on
GM maize, or the demand within Norway for maize NK603 X MON810 and does therefore not
provide sufficient information as required by the NGTA.
Table 1: Questions to the Applicant
How does the cultivation of NK603 X MON810 affect the use of
Sustainability
glyphosate?
How is the current use of glyphosate in the sites of cultivation and what
approaches are used to minimize the use of glyphosate?
Herbicide-resistant What kind of management strategies are taken to prevent the increase
weed
of herbicide-resistant weed?
Who will be affected if the amount of resistant weeds increases?
How is the burden of increase of resistant weeds distributed and what
strategies are in place to compensate this?
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Benefit to society

Assessing
alternatives
Ethically
justifiable

Socio-economic
impacts

Co-existence

Is NK603 X MON810 available for further breeding and research? If
so, under which circumstances?
Is there a demand for NK603 X MON810 in Norway?
Does NK603 X MON810 contribute to business development and value
creation in Norway, including new job opportunities?
Will NK603 X MON810 benefit Norwegian consumers more than the
other alternatives available from conventional or organic agricultural
practices? If so, how?
What are the different public values and visions on the development,
introduction or use of NK603 X MON810 within Norway and how does
the development of NK603 X MON810 relates to these?
Does the development, introduction or use of NK603 X MON810
contradict ideas about solidarity and equality between people, such as
the particular consideration of vulnerable groups in the population?
Does NK603 X MON810 affect the seed choice of farmers?
Which parties will be affected by the development, introduction or use
of NK603 X MON810 and how does this change their autonomy,
practice and position compared to other stakeholders?
Does NK603 X MON810 change the power dynamic among
stakeholders? If so, how?
Can the development, introduction or use of NK603 X MON810 create
significant ruptures or ecological relationships?
Does the cultivation of NK603 X MON810 affect other types of
agricultural practices in the nearby areas? If so, how?
Is there a system in place for keeping GMO and non-GMO crops
separate in the production and transport line? If so, who pays for this
system?

Environmental risk issues in a Norwegian context
The level of maize production is quite low in Norway and only some varieties can grow in the
southern part due to climate conditions. There are also no wild populations of maize in Norway.
These limitations lead to minimal possibilities for establishment of maize outside agricultural
practices. Loss of gene modified maize seed through storage or transport would therefore not
involve great risk for spread into the wild or spread of transgenes to wild relatives.
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Molecular characterization, expressed proteins and herbicide use special issues to consider in the present application
Stacked events
The stacked maize event NK603 x MON810 contains two distinct, inserted transgenes
providing herbicide tolerance and insect (Lepidoptera) resistance. This stack with the specific
combination of transgenes should be regarded as a new event, even if no “new” modifications
have been introduced, as the combination itself in the stack is unique for that event. The
combinations of gene-cassettes are new and unique and only minor conclusions could be drawn
from the assessment of the parental lines, since unexpected effects (e.g. synergistic effects of
the newly introduced proteins) cannot automatically be excluded. Stacked events should in
general be considered as potentially more complex than their single, parental lines, and it has
been an increased interest in the possible combinatorial and/or synergistic effects that may
produce unintended and undesirable changes in the plant – like the potential for up- and down
regulation of the plants own genes. Interactions within stacked traits cannot be excluded and
whether or not the expressed proteins in the plant can give specific immunological effects or
adjuvant effects in mammals has been discussed previously (39, 40).

Safety of Cry genes
As already mentioned, NK603 x MON810 maize expresses a Bt protein called Cry1Ab. This
protein belongs to a class of proteins called Bt-toxins. These toxins are claimed and believed to
be safe, but the potential of non-target effects of Bt toxins concerning mode of action have been
addressed (41-43). A review by Hilbeck and Schmidt (43) on all Bt-plants at that time, found
that 50% of the studies documented negative effects on tested invertebrates.
In relation to non-target and environmental effects, two meta-analyses on published studies on
non-target effects of Bt proteins in insects (44) documented that 30% of studies on predators
and 57% of studies on parasitoids display potentially negative effects by Cry1Ab transgenic
insecticidal proteins.
Another quantitative review by Marvier et al. (20) suggested a reduction in non-target
biodiversity in some classes of invertebrates for GM (Bt) cotton fields vs. non-pesticide
controls, yet found little reductions in biodiversity in others. More recent research on aquatic
environments has sparked intense interest in the impact of Bt-crops on aquatic invertebrates
Daphnia magna (45), and caddisflies (21). These publications warrant future study, given the
potential load of novel target proteins that may end up in agricultural runoff and end up in
aquatic environments. Further, Douville et al (46) have previously presented evidence of the
persistence of the transgenic insecticidal protein Cry1Ab in aquatic environments and suggest
that that sustained release of this potently bioactive compound from Bt maize production could
result in negative impact on aquatic biodiversity.
In relation to health impacts, a publication by Dona and Arvanitoyannis (47) have reviewed the
potential health implications of GM foods for humans and animals, including incidences and
effects of increased immunogenicity, amounts of anti-nutrients, possible pleiotropic and
epigenetic effects, including possible reproductive and developmental toxicity. They concluded
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that while there is strong evidence for health concerns on many fronts, exposure duration many
have not been long enough to uncover important effects. These studies should however also
include subjects with immunodeficiency or subjects exposed to other stress agents.
Indications of harm to non-target organisms in the environment, and possible impacts to human
and animal health prompted the Austrian Authorities to invoke a safeguard clause to ban the
use of Cry1Ab-containing maize event MON810 (48). We refer to this report as a detailed
analysis of potential adverse effects from a Cry1Ab-producing GMO.
Adjuvancy effects
The potential adjuvancy of Cry proteins has previously been addressed by the GMO Panel of
the Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety (49). Scientific studies have shown that
the Cry1Ac protein is highly immunogenic and has systemic and mucosal adjuvant effects (50).
In the evaluation of another GM maize, MIR604 x GA21, the panel found that it was difficult
to evaluate if kernels from this stack would cause more allergenic reactions than kernels from
unmodified maize. The Panel continues:
“As the different Cry proteins are closely related, and in view of the experimental studies in
mice, the GMO Panel finds that the likelihood of an increase in allergenic activity due to
Cry1Ab and mCry3A proteins in food and feed from maize Bt11 x MIR604 x GA21 cannot be
excluded. Thus, the Panel's view is that as long as the putative adjuvant effect of Cry1Ab and
mCry3A with reasonable certainty cannot be excluded, the applicant must comment upon the
mouse studies showing humoral antibody response of Cry1A proteins and relate this to a
possible adjuvant effect of the Cry1Ab and mCry3A proteins expressed. Furthermore, although
Cry1Ab and mCry3A proteins are rapidly degraded in gastric fluid after oral uptake, there is
also the possibility that the protein can enter the respiratory tract after exposure to e.g. mill
dust. Finally, rapid degradation is no absolute guarantee against allergenicity or
adjuvanticity” (51).
The GMO Panel of the Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety (49) also writes that:
“There are many knowledge gaps related to assessment of adjuvants. Most of the immunologic
adjuvant experiments have been performed using Cry1Ac. Whether the other Cry proteins have
similar adjuvant properties is unknown”.
And;
“The possibility that Cry proteins might increase the permeability of the intestinal epithelium
and thereby lead to "bystander" sensitization to strong allergens in the diet of genetically
susceptible individuals cannot be completely excluded.”
We also agree with these concerns and highlight them for the maize event NK603 x
MON810.
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Summary:
• Cry proteins might have potential for non-target effects.
• As some Cry proteins have adjuvant effects, it can not be excluded that other Cry
proteins have that also. This should be investigated.

Molecular characterization
NK603 x MON810 is a stacked event produced from the single-event NK603 and MON 810
by traditional maize breeding.
The risk assessment is based on assessment of the single parental events NK603 and MON810.
Original application was launched in 2005.
According to EFSA: “A stacked event has to be regarded as a new event, even if no new
modifications have been introduced. The gene-cassette combination is new and only minor
conclusions could be drawn from the assessment of the parental lines, since unexpected effects
(e.g. synergistic effects of the newly introduced proteins) cannot be excluded. “
Most of the information submitted in this application is derived from previous findings from
the single events and it is referred to the approved application for NK603 (2005) and MON 810
(1995). Assumption-based reasoning with single-events should however not replace scientific
testing of hypothesis regarding interactions. This is also part of the EFSA guidelines (52) stating
that “ For GM plants containing stacked events, the main objective of the analysis is to assess
the potential of any interactions between the events”.
The presentation of rawdata are from the previous application and they are presented in variable
degree throughout the reapplication. Some methods are described very well, but the results from
these are not highlighted to the same extent.
Methods like PCR, gel electrophoresis, sequencing etc have little or no description, and there
are no figures or presentation of the data from these in the literature that we have available.
Many of the analyses and results of these are more than 10 years old. There seem to be no
documented analysis after 2005. In addition, no new methods looking at for instance synergic
effects, allergies, genetic instability etc. are present in the reapplication.
As this is a reapplication, the use of newer analytical methods to look at these issues is
suggested.
Southern blots
Southern blot analysis were performed to confirm the information about the number and
structure upon the transgenic insert (p.22 in dossier). For NK603, a probe of 1560 bp was used
to detect the ctp2-cpsps coding sequence, and for MON 810, a 900 bp probe for cry1Ab coding
sequence. Number of inserts were confirmed by this analysis. The size of the probes used in the
Southern blots could be too large in order to detect point mutations, small deletions and
rearrangements in the DNA sequence.
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In addition to the southern blot method, a supplementary and more sensitive method should
have been used, for example sequencing of the insert and flanking regions (53) or (54).
The Applicant is also suggested to ensure that the probe restriction enzyme combinations used
are sufficient to prove intactness and stability of the insert and including the flanking regions
(55).
CaMV promoter
The parental event NK603 contains a 35S promoter. We refer to the published literature
surrounding this issue (56) for further elaboration by the applicant of the presence of potential
ORFs.

Protein expression and characterization of the newly expressed protein(s)
ELISA
ELISAs were used as a method to investigate the expression levels of the CP4 EPSPS and
Cry1Ab proteins in the NK603 x Mon810 maize hybrid. The test substance was forage and
grain collected from three sites in France (dossier p.35).
As a capture antibody for the protein Cry1Ab, a purified polyclonal rabbit antibody raised
against the tryptic core of the protein was used. In the application it is not clear from where the
capturing antibody originate. Due to potential differences in post translational modifications,
the protein that is actually expressed in the GM plant should be used (57, 58).
The expression levels of expressed, transgenic proteins CP4 EPSPS and Cry1Ab is not available
for the reapplication. Data available are from the original technical dossier from 2005/2006. No
new analysis are performed according to the summary of the reapplication.

Toxicity and allergenicity
Toxicity
No new data on toxicity is present in the reapplication of maize event NK603 x MON810. It is
not clear if the “updated bioinformatics analysis” performed (according to point 2.3, p.3 in the
reapplication) is for allergenicity or toxicity analysis.
Allergenicity
No new data on alleregenicity is presented. It is not clear if the “updated bioinformatics
analysis” performed (according to point 2.3, p.3 in the reapplication) is for allergenicity or
toxicity analysis.

Potential interactions between newly expressed proteins
The inserted genes cp4 epsps and Cry1Ab and their gene products have a history of safe use
according to the Applicant. This is based on the many reviews and assessments that these
proteins have undergone through the years since their first approval.
Based on the present criteria, no interaction among the proteins expressed from the transgenes
and negative synergistic effects are expected by the Applicant. This is also based on their
distinct differences in mode of action.
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Hazard identification
According to the Applicant, there is no evidence for maize stack NK603 x MON810 to be
hazardous to humans or animals.
Summary:
• One of the parental events, NK603, has a 35S CaMV promoter driving expression of
one of the transgenes. This promoter is shown active in plant as well as mammalian
cells and that some variants have ORFs.
• No new bioinformatic approaches is performed on the sequence data available for
analysis of potential allergens or toxins, or even ORFs.

Herbicides
Herbicide use on GM plants
Herbicide tolerant (HT) plants are sprayed with one or more of the relevant herbicide(s), which
will kill weeds without harming the HT GM plant with the inserted transgenes. The use of HT
GM plants may cause negative effects on ecosystem as well as animal/human health. Of
particular concern are: 1) increased use of, and exposure to, toxic herbicides; 2) accelerated
resistance evolution in weeds; 3) accumulation of herbicides in the plants since they are sprayed
in the growing season; 4) combinatorial effects of co-exposure to several herbicides at the same
time (relevant for plants with pyramided HT genes); and 5) points 1-4 indicate that the
agricultural practice of growing HT GM plants, fails to fulfill the criteria for a sustainable
agriculture.

Total use of herbicides
HT GM plants are documented to be a strong driver of increased use of glyphosate-based
herbicides (the dominant herbicide tolerance trait until now). From 1995 to 2014 the global
agricultural use of glyphosate rose 14.6 fold, from 51 million kg to 747 million kg. Moreover,
by 2016, about 56 % of the global use of glyphosate was related to the use of HT GM crops
(17).

Increased use and resistance evolution
Specific for the HT GM plants is that herbicides can be sprayed in higher doses than before,
and repeatedly during the growth season of the plants. The increased use can be connected to
resistance evolution in weeds. At present, 36 species of weeds are documented to be glyphosate
resistant on a global scale (59).

Sustainability
For the farmers, resistant weeds are a difficult obstacle to handle. However, evolution of
resistance is the process by which it develops. Therefore, more research should be performed
on the plurality of responses that can be done with integrated pest management, not only to
delay resistance but to promote alternative and preferably non-toxic pest control systems (UN).
Chemical treatment coupled with the unavoidable resistance development are factors affecting
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a sustainable agriculture. The accelerated use seen for glyphosate used on glyphosate tolerant
GM plants can be expected to happen for any herbicide used as co-technology for HT GM
plants, indicating that HT GM plants are not sustainable.

Environmental effects of herbicides
The use of herbicides like glyphosate also has the potential to affect ecosystem, animal and
human health. The massive use of glyphosate, totaling 852 million kg globally by 2014 (17),
which directly or indirectly will expose non-target biodiversity in terrestrial, soil and aquatic
communities (60), represent a major source of environmental pollution.

Accumulating herbicide residues and health effects
Glyphosate accumulates in HT soybeans, more when the plant is sprayed later in the season
(38). This may bring significant amounts of glyphosate into the food and feed chain. Bøhn and
colleagues measured on average 9.0 mg of glyphosate in HT GM soybeans grown in Iowa (61).
The increased awareness of the potential toxicity of glyphosate, coupled with the increased
volume used, should give more attention to the accumulation of herbicide residues in food and
feed.
However, the maximum residue level (MRL) for glyphosate has been raised 200-fold from 0.1
to 20 mg/kg in Europe, and to 40 mg/kg in the US (62). This set of events has been termed “The
Glyphosate Paradox” (63). The WHO/IARC categorization of glyphosate as probably
carcinogenic to humans (64), although disputed by EFSA (65), is underlining the significance
of the controversy around the glyphosate-based herbicides.
Modeling studies have shown that long-term implications of large scale bioenergy crops can
surpass toxicity thresholds for fish (bluegill) and humans in significant parts of relevant
watersheds, particularly because of glyphosate, and thus negatively impact aquatic life and
drinking water (66).

Glyphosate tolerance
The cp4 epsps gene present in NK603xMON810 maize confers tolerance to herbicides
containing glyphosate.
Glyphosate kills plants by inhibiting the enzyme 5-enolpyruvoyl-shikimate-3-phosphate
synthase (EPSPS), necessary for production of important amino acids. There are also some
microorganisms that have a version of EPSPS that is resistant to glyphosate inhibition.
Glyphosate has previously been announced as an herbicide with low toxicity for users and
consumers as well as the environment surrounding agricultural fields (38, 67). However,
glyphosate has recently received more risk-related attention due to its potential for negative
effects on both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems (68), as well as from studies in animals and
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cell cultures that have indicated possible negative health effects in rodents, fish and humans
(69-71).
It has also been shown that agriculture of GM plants is associated with greater overall usage of
pesticides than the conventional agriculture (72).
A number of publications indicate unwanted effects of glyphosate on health (71, 73), aquatic
(74) and terrestric (68, 75) organisms and ecosystems. Also, a study of Roundup (containing
glyphosate as the active ingredient) effects on the first cell divisions of sea urchins (76) is of
particular interest to human health. The experiments demonstrated dysfunctions of cell division
at the level of CDK1/Cyclin B activation (these proteins are involved in mitosis). Considering
the universality among species of the CDK1/Cyclin B cell regulator, these results question the
safety of glyphosate and Roundup on human health. In another study (69) it was demonstrated
a negative effect of glyphosate, as well as a number of other organophosphate pesticides, on
nerve-cell differentiation. Surprisingly, in human placental cells, Roundup was always more
toxic than its active ingredient. The effects of glyphosate and Roundup were tested at lower
non-toxic concentrations on aromatase, the enzyme responsible for estrogen synthesis (77). The
glyphosate-based herbicide disrupts aromatase activity and mRNA levels and interacts with the
active site of the purified enzyme, but the effects of glyphosate are facilitated by the Roundup
formulation. The authors conclude that the endocrine and toxic effects of Roundup, not just
glyphosate, can be observed in mammals. They suggest that the presence of Roundup adjuvants
enhances glyphosate bioavailability and/or bioaccumulation.
Summary:
• Maize event NK603xMON810 is tolerant to glyphosate,a herbicide that is pontentially
damaging to health and environment in different ways.
• Potential for accumulation of the herbicides should be considered in GM plants used in
food and feed.

Main summary
Maize event NK603xMON810 is tolerant to herbicides containing glyphosate that is debated
as to whether it has health and environmental dangers upon use. Thus the issue on accumulation
should be considered for GM plants to be used in food and feed.
The applicant should provide data relevant for assessment of social utility and sustainable
development according to the NGTA(5).
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